Personas and learning paths for digitized research,
non-computer scientists
TEACH with us!
December 7th, 2021
Facilitated by: Hilke Bülau, Florian Krebs, Carolina Lautz, Tobias Schlauch (DLR)

Workshop description:
The ongoing digitization of research requires a parallel development of researcher’s digital skillset. For example, performing research requires more and more
programming skills and knowledge in essential data literacy, analysis as well as management practices. However, most discipline-oriented researchers are often not
trained in these crucial skills. Even worse, currently, we observe a lack of clear learning paths for obtaining these essential skills.
In this workshop, we want to discuss possible avenues for improving this situation regarding software development skills and digital literacy in general. First, we want
to identify relevant personas for research (e.g. analysis script developer, research software engineer). On this basis, we discuss which learning topics are relevant for
these groups and outline corresponding learning paths.
We invite researchers with and without software development experiences and personnel developers to discuss these topics with us in interactive sessions. In
addition, we plan to further develop the results after the workshop and to involve interested participants.

Start
Introduction
Getting started - ConceptBoard

Welcome Board

Take a Sticky-note from below,
place it on the ﬂipchart and share
some facts about you with us:

Elke Gross
DLR GSOC Missionplanning
(software developer, actually studied
physics)

Florian Krebs
DLR, reseacher (computer
scientist)
Making state-of-the art
digital methods accessible to
all scientist

Motivation: 1) Learning path for software
architecture and sw-dev in general - a ﬁeld
which develops very fast and I have also
project responsibilites
2) Teaching new colleagues

[Name]
[Organization / Function]

Workshop Agenda

Manuel Schmidberger,
KIT/IMK, Datamanagement

[Motivation for being here]

Get some further ideas how to bring
modern concepts of RDM to
scientists/pdh students

Luigia Cristiano HZB
responsible for the training in
Scientiﬁc Data Management at
HZB-HMC Hub Matter

Hilke Bülau
DLR HR Development, Berlin
Learning aboutfuture skills
to give a better suppoert to
researchers in upskillinng

reason to join: learn about
new approaches for digital
skills as leaning goal
Thorsten Auth
FZ Jülich, IHRS BioSoft
Improve in coordinating a
cross-disciplinary school,
where participants range
from "simulators" to
students that do not know
the concept of a loop.

Carolina Lautz
DLR HR Development
Learn about Skill needs for
digital research

Andre
MPI-CBG
Getting input for IT
classes we organize
at our institute

Sophie
Ehrmanntraut
(HIDA)
Coordinator
Course Program
HIDA

Elmar Spiegel
Helmholtz Munich
Statistical consulting and teaching courses
on programming and statistics
Motivation: Learning about techniques and
concepts of other insitutions

Leon Steinmeier
Metadata Developer
@HZDR/HIF
I've always been at the
border between science and
programming and
encountered various
learning/teaching situations
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2
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Stage area

Go into one of 3 group rooms and answer the following question: What are the 3-5 most relevant groups in research in need for digital skills and
focusing on challenges like traceability, sustainability, method-know-how, and many more?
Group 2

Group 1

Group 3

"Applied Science"
Librarians want to be able to
curate (e.g. semantically
describe) data sets (e.g from
material science)

Researchers who mainly apply
software. E.g. biologists who
mainly gather data and
afterwards, they need to know
what they are doing and rely on
exisiting software

'Software Engineer'

"Computer Science"

Researchers that work with
computer simulations for e.g.
physical chemistry but are not
on computer science

A researcher needs to optimize
his code to gain higher
performance

A researcher that wants to
perfom distributed sw
development

Researchers that work on
computer science; main task ist
to develop a code

"Simulators"

advanced and community
oriented scientiﬁc research
software developer (version
control, git)

only user of (licensed)
software; "non software
developer"

Test Engineer /
Scientist

scientiﬁc research "software
developer"; isolated

A researcher wants to extends a
existing codebase with own
additions

Scientiﬁc Staff
who deﬁne
Processes and
data structures

Simulation
Engineer /
Scientist

Data management
'Data Scientist'

A researcher wants to visualize
complex data

Researchers that work with big
data

Consolidation of identiﬁed Researcher Groups
 Voting
Completed

"Applied Science"
Researchers who mainly apply
software. E.g. biologists who
mainly gather data and
A researcher wants to visualize
afterwards, they need to know
complex data
what they are doing and rely on
exisiting software

Simulation
Engineer /
Scientist

3

"Simulators"

scientiﬁc research "software
developer"; isolated (mainly
scripts)

4

2

only user of (licensed)
software; "non software
developer"

Researchers that work with
computer simulations for e.g.
physical chemistry but are not
on computer science

Test Engineer / Scientist

A researcher wants to extends a
existing codebase with own
additions

advanced and community
oriented scientiﬁc research
software developer (version
control, git)

Scientiﬁc Staff
who deﬁne
Processes and
data structures

4
A researcher that wants to
perfom distributed sw
development
'Data Scientist'

'Software Engineer'

Researchers that work with big
data

3
Librarians want to be able to
curate (e.g. semantically
describe) data sets (e.g from
material science)

2

Data management

"Computer Science"
Researchers that work on
computer science; main task ist
to develop a code

A researcher needs to optimize
his code to gain higher
performance

PERSONA 1: "Data Management"
Proﬁle

What I do

My biggest challenges:
provide hardware and
software for data
management

sometimes: extend
existing solutions
regarding missing
features

[e.g. goals, tasks...]

variety of pre-existing
skills

big diversity of
research groups to
consult

consultancy for
researchers for data
staging

RDM is implemented
very differenty across
research groups

also sometimes:
develop new solutions

How I work:

My Motivations:
trigger proper data
management in
researchers

constant interaction
with research(ers) /
groups

Martha "Data" Stewart

conversion of data to
knowledge

"I help researchers to share their data with the broader
community"

conserving data for
future use

How I interact with IT-Systems:

I am...

consistency of data
leading to
interoperability

scaling down
complexity of RDM
toos

institutional data
managers interact with
IT departments
regarding e.g.
platforms/repos

My Frustrations:

getting researchers on
board

[... ]
very diverse pre-existing skill sets

Digital native

have no digital skills

What skills do I need?
Mark with a star the musthave skills

Programming,Digital Skills

Management, Soft Skills

data formats (within their discipline) for
research data (e.g. HDF5)

access protocols for repositories

institutional solutions (e.g. local repository,
data tranformation pipelines, etc)

repository "landscape" for their domain

meta-data standards (e.g. DataCite,
DublinCore,...)

fundamental knowledge of data bases

scaling down complexity

communication skills
describe services without technical detail

interdisciplinary thinking / solutions

briding the gap between different research
groups

FAIR principles
semantic technologies (e.g. relevant
ontologies in the ﬁeld)

data conversion tools

basic programming knowlegde in relevant
language

non-invasive data annotation techniques
(e.g. ELN, side-car formats)

PERSONA 2 ["Architect"]

PERSONA 5 [Researcher group]

Proﬁle
Proﬁle

What I do

What I do

My biggest challenges:

My biggest challenges:

My picture...
{pick a Persona icon}
collaborate with others
on a common
codebase

writing code for certain
research purposes

How I work:
How I work:

My Motivations:

collaborative work,
workﬂow, version
control

My Motivations:

code management

code design

Ada Lovelace
[Name]

" see you use excel instead of R to do statistics. I too like to live
dangerousIy"
"[add Quote from your Persona]"

How I interact with IT-Systems:

in a group that with IT-Systems:
Howbeing
I interact
works with the same
codebase but often
developing my own
extensions to that
codebase

My Frustrations:

My Frustrations:
publishing papers,
contribution to
community,
openScience

in a team

I am...
I am...

Digital native

Digital native

Group work 2: Personas & Skillsets

have no digital skills

have no digital skills

programming in an IDE

What skills do I need?
Mark with a star the musthave skills

Programming,Digital Skills

1. Choose a Persona [Number]

2. Meet in the Break-out Room [Number]

Group 1: "Data Management
Group 2: "Architect"
Group 3: "Simulator"
Group 4: "Applied Scientist"

Management, Soft Skills

Stage area
4

What skills do I need?

3. Work on the Persona Board [Number]

Computer sci
ence native

Mark with a star the musthave skills

1
2
3

Programming,Digital Skills

Management, Soft Skills

open Source Software (Python, R,
JavaScript....)

knowledge of software engineering
principles

Pick a Persona Icon and move it to your Persona Board

collaborative version control

Communication in a team

open data / ﬁle format standards

Mediation

learn/use national/international data
standards (metadata knowledge)

PERSONA 4 ["Applied Science"]
Proﬁle

PERSONA 3: "Simulator"

What I do

Proﬁle

My biggest challenges:

What I do

My biggest challenges:
data visualization

Sample the data
collect test data /
sample data

analysis of test data
getting to the location
of the experiment

My picture...
Publish results

process own data right
away

{pick a Persona icon}

setting up the
experiment and
sensors

How I work:

Tools are changing
building / developing
models

logistics behind
the campaign

Generate Data from
Model

My picture...

failing
equipment

Coding

{pick a Persona icon}

biophysics

unexpected
results

testing

My Motivations:

How I work:

My Motivations:

Detect some thing new

Anna
I work (mostly) in a
team

get samples/ data
process
analyse
publish

Sabine

get real beneﬁts
/ usable
applications of
theoretical
theories

I like being outside

a lot of
campaigns that
are similar to
each other

hands on science

with computers

predict
experimentelloutcome
based on model

Alone

Improve the world

Research is what I'm doing when I don't know what I'm
doing
"[add Quote from your Persona]"

How I interact with IT-Systems:

I know my tools and
use them a lot.

I am...

input result data

not enough
time

have no digital skills

I am...

large dataset
only available
in paper form

data reuse is diﬃcult
because it wasn't
publish with all the
information

Digital native

funding didn't get
approved

What skills do I need?
Mark with a star the musthave skills

Programming,Digital Skills

My Frustrations:
lack of longtime data
storage

Software updates

standard tools
to analyse the
data

How I interact with IT-Systems:

Computer breaks

sensors
breaking

hardly any own
programming

Digital native

"never change a running system"

My Frustrations:

look at process
descriptions,
speciﬁcations

x

use the systems,
assure to get data
storage

ask for help

HPC System, assure to
get computing
resources (computing
time, )

unstable internet /
network
connection

have no digital skills

What skills do I need?
(Geo-)Databanks

(Meta-) Data Management
(e.g. JSON, OWL,...)

Management, Soft Skills

Mark with a star the musthave skills

Programming,Digital Skills

Management, Soft Skills

Data Management
Scientiﬁc Writing
Word, LaTeX

Sensor speciﬁc software

basic knowledge python

github version control

c++

open mp or mpi

gnu plot

Machine Learning

Communicationskills to deal with restricted
resources in HPC

Time Management

Projectmanagement

Collaboration

planing a campaign
Handling different data formats
Excel

Team coordination
Jupyter Notebooks (Python)
RMarkdown (R)

help with (applied) programming tools like
MatLab, GMT, R

Research management

Learning Paths - Brainstorming
https://roadmap.sh/python

modular building block approach
with branches regarding personas

different tracks for senior /
seasoned scientists and fresh
graduates

https://www.helmholtz-hida.de/course-ca…

Most of the students that we get do not yet know
GitLab when they join our institute.
Also, many only know Python and then ﬁrst need
to self-teach themselves C++...
From the experimentalists, often they know no
programming language.

devide into basics everyone
should learn and more speciﬁc
topics to dig deeper

From a teaching standpoint I
agree: C++ is like the iron man
contest of programming
languages :)

Basic: Gitlab, Versioncontrol

Landing page

Give overview sessions to PIs such
that they motivate their group to
participate

welcome
"overview"
HIDA: Fredo will
share,new
employees will
know whom to
contact.

Deﬁne for each skill the suitable
learning format, e.g. internal vs.
external training, e-learnings
(coursera) plattforms/workshops
for best-practise sharing,,livedemos, open seminars or other

Workshop Feedback
What did you like about the workshop?

What could we do better?

+1

the interactivity

open to the
participants
inputs

I liked the conceptboard
with the presenter and
timer functionality and the
nicely set up sections

Motivate a bit more the aim of the
workshop also during the process

loved the boards: really
nicely made and
helpful

the breakout
rooms

happy if this
workshop has part 2

breakout rooms alsways
very productive work,
and great thing

I think a follow up survey
on how relevant and
"real" the developed
personas are would
make sense.

diverse set of participants
reﬂecting a good share of the
community

the preparation
of the
coneptboard

the moderation
during the
workshop

need more time for
discussing possible
researcher groups

bad/missing version
control, spaghetti
code, lacking of usage
of tools for good
practice in research
software development

shell and others to
access needed systems
or infrastructure

change of
software
environment

